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Mesa Tactical Now Shipping the new LEO® Gen II Telescoping Stock system for the Beretta 1301 

semi-automatic shotgun. 

Reno, NV- Mesa Tactical is now shipping the LEO® Gen II Telescoping Stock adapter and pistol grip 

system for the Beretta 1301 semi-automatic shotgun, made specifically with law enforcement in mind. 

The LEO Stock adapter system is designed to allow shooters the ability to fit AR style collapsible stocks 

and pistol grips onto their shotguns, while allowing use of open or bead sights. The versatile telescoping 

stock adapter system can be fitted with a standard AR-15 grip and telescoping stock, which enables 

tactical operators to instantly adjust the length of pull of the telescoping stock in order to accommodate 

differences in individual body sizes or use of body armor.  

 

“We wanted to offer a versatile shotgun stock that law enforcement could count on in the most extreme 

situations,” said Lucy Espinoza, COO of Mesa Tactical. “We are proud to continually deliver new and 

innovative additions to our LEO® Telescoping Stock adapter and pistol grip line in order to meet the 

changing needs and wants of law enforcement professionals or recreational shooters. We remain 

dedicated to developing the finest products possible.” 

 

With Mesa Tactical’s telescoping stock systems, the shotgun’s factory stock is replaced by an investment 

cast aluminum adapter, to which standard AR-15 grips and telescoping buttstocks can be reliably 

attached. While the High-tube stock systems include a built-in Picatinny rail for sights or optics, LEO 
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stock adapters provide a lower stock elevation allowing the use of iron sights or the front bead.  All Mesa 

Tactical stock adapters incorporate multiple sling attachment methods.  

 

The LEO Gen II Telescoping Stock Adapter for the Beretta 1301 semi-automatic shotgun is the first of 

Mesa Tactical’s “Generation II” LEO adapters.  The LEO adapter’s second generation has been 

completely redesigned for increased comfort, superior handling and configuration versatility: 

 

 The new adapter is slightly shorter and more compact than the earlier LEO adapters. 

 The pistol grip has been angled forward several degrees, similar to the angle of an M1911 pistol grip, 

to provide more space for the webbing of the operator’s thumb above and behind the grip. 

 The enhanced grip angle allows the use of highly comfortable beavertail AR-15 grips such as the 

ERGO Grip (which in included the complete LEO Gen II Stock Kits). 

 The LEO Gen II Telescoping Stock Adapter end plate engages the adapter low on the sides instead of 

at the top, so operators are less likely to come into compact with it under recoil. 

 All LEO Gen II Telescoping Stock Adapters include Mesa Tactical’s innovative (and widely copied) 

pocket hook loops and sling loops. 

 

Produced exclusively by Mesa Tactical, the LEO telescoping stock system has been field tested through 

over 10 years of combat experience by SWAT, Special Forces, federal agencies, and other armed 

professionals. Lucy Espinoza, Mesa Tactical’s COO, commented that Mesa Tactical is “extremely 

pleased to be satisfying the strong consumer demand for this product. We are excited to be able to offer 

yet another reliable, accurate, and durable pistol grip system to the U.S. market.”  

The LEO adapter is available in two types of kits, adapter kits or complete stock kits. Mesa Tactical’s 

upgraded versions include a hydraulic recoil buffer which replaces the standard receiver extension tube 

normally used with AR-15 style telescoping stock assemblies. The recoil buffer is manufactured for Mesa 

Tactical by Crosshair Recoil Buffers. The Crosshair buffer is a recoil reducer designed for professional 

operators who require optimum accuracy and control. Notices will be circulated to customers on the 

waiting list for the product this week.  
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LEO Stock Adapter Product Features: 

 Adapts AR-15 style buttstocks and pistol grips for use with Remington 870, Mossberg 500/590 and 

Beretta 1301 shotguns. 

 Stock adapters are investment cast aircraft grade aluminum, CNC machined and powdercoated black 

with a tough, chemical resistant finish. 

 Adjustable length-of-pull (LoP) to fit shooter’s stature or for use with body armor and other 

equipment. 

 Optional Crosshair™ Hydraulic Recoil Buffer reduces felt recoil by up to 70%. 

 Gives the shotgun similar handling characteristics to the AR-15. 

 Collapsible stock makes shotgun easier to stow, transport and deploy. 

 Pistol grip configuration allows increased control and user comfort. 

 Sling attachment points included. 

 Optional SureShell® aluminum carriers can be added to the M4 Carbine buttstock. 

 No gunsmithing required. 

 MSRP $105-$340. 

All Mesa Tactical products are designed in Reno, NV and manufactured in Orange County, California, 

USA. Mesa Tactical has a lifetime warranty and is hand built in the USA using high-grade precision 

parts. 

Prices and availability 

For sales information contact Lucy Espinoza at 714-545-3332, or sales@mesatactical.com; or visit our 

website at www.mesatactical.com.  

SKU   Item           MSRP 

91050  LEO Telescoping Stock Adapter for Beretta 1301 (12-GA)  $105.00 

91060  LEO Telescoping Stock Kit for Beretta 1301 (12-GA)    $215.00 

91070  LEO Telescoping Hydraulic Recoil Stock Kit for Beretta 1301 (12-GA) $340.00 

Please visit the following link for a full list of participating retailers. http://mesatactical.com/dealers/ 
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About Mesa Tactical 

Mesa Tactical was formed in 2003 to design and manufacture rugged, professional grade tactical 

accessories and equipment for law enforcement, military and civilian shooters. Specializing in 

enhancements for the tactical shotgun, Mesa Tactical's products include stocks, forends, shotshell carriers, 

scope mounts and Picatinny rails. For more information on the company’s line of unique, professional-

grade products, contact Mesa Tactical at 1775 Kuenzli St., Reno, NV, 89502 • Telephone: 714-545-3332 

• or visit www.mesatactical.com.  
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All photos are available in 300dpi high resolution digital form, on USB or via 

www.mesatactical.com/press. Please request electronic photos at marketing@mesatactical.com. 
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Mesa Tactical is now 

offering the LEO® Gen II 

Telescoping Stock Adapter 

Kit for the Beretta 1301 

semi-automatic shotgun. The 

stock adapters are made of 

investment cast aircraft grade 

aluminum, CNC machined 

and powder coated black 

with a tough, chemical 

resistant finish. 
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The LEO Gen II Telescoping 

Stock Kit adapts AR-15 style 

butt stocks and pistol grips 

for use with Beretta 1301 

shotguns. 
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The LEO Gen II Telescoping 

Stock Kit has an adjustable 

length-of-pull to fit shooter’s 

stature or for use with body 

armor and other equipment; 

Optional hydraulic recoil 

buffer reduces felt recoil by 

70%; Gives the shotguns 

similar handling 

characteristics to the AR-15; 

Collapsible stock makes the 

shotgun easier to store, 

transport and deploy from 

inside vehicles; Pistol grip 

configuration allows 

increased control and 

comfort; Sling attachment 

points included. 

 

 

 

 

 


